Meeting August 28 - September 27, 2007 by Saffy, Edna Louise
9:30 Tues/Thurs First Meeting August 28, 2007 
l. AA, BA etc., 
2. Business community 
3. They did their calendars 
4. I DID NOT tell about the text 
5. We did not finish the first speech 
6. Brian Kinsor helped arrange the room after class 
7. Need to give out syllabi 
9:30 Thursday August 30, 2007 
1. We need to finish the first talks. We finished them today 
2. I need to tell about the text 
3. I need to go over syllabus 
4. Then I should do ethos logos, pathos lecture (I DID NOT DO LECTURE) 
5. Then have class demonstrate ethos (They DID NOT PRESENT ETHOS) 
6. Assign "object talk" due Tuesday 9/4 
7. Assign 2 copies on computer for thesis due Tuesday 9/2 or Thursday 9/4 
a. I told about text (in the back of classroom-check it out 
b. I went over syllabus and texts 
c. I did Not circulate the calendars they filled out on Tuesday. Neither did I have them initial the 
calendars 
d. I talked about the 7:30 class and the military service and uniforms and and how important it 
was to not miss class. 
e. I also mentioned the grandfathers pocket watch as an object. 
f. I assigned the OBJECT speech for Tuesday, September 2 
g. I warned about the possibility of the informative thesis due on Thursday; however, I may 
postpone that to Tuesday, September 7 and do Ethos Logos and Pathos on Thursday and talk 
more about the Informative speech 
h. I mentioned that every one is shy, but some pretend better than others. 
(Tuesday second period) 
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9:30 Tuesday/Thursday Class 
Tuesday, 9/5 After Labor Day 
1. I told them they must read a Chapter on Informative Speeches 
2. I heard some topics for INFORMATIVE Speeches and I gave suggestion for thesis and 
for DIVISION OF THE THESIS 
3. I distributed "Expectancies" 
4. The "Object "Speeches were very good 
5. This class travels a good amount 
6. They have 11 more OBJECT Speeches to finish 
7. I NEED TO LECTURE ON ETHOS LOGOS AND PATHOS )I DID NOT LECTURE 
8. I DISTRIBUTED THE calendars and they signed them 
Thursday, 9/7 
Tuesday 9/11 
1. Need to finish 11 more OBJECT speeches( WE FINISHED ALL OBJECT SPEECHES) 
2. I need to lecture on ETHOS etc (I DID NOT LECTURE ON ETHOS) 
3. I distributed "Fl RST PRESENTATION" 
4. We sang happy birthday to Danna-19 years old 
5. Clinton Chauncy was the professional baseball player 
6. I told them about "sucks" and profanity 
7. They will hold up two fingers if I am repeating my self 
8. Some one broke down and cried when speaking about her Mother' s cancer, so I 
cautioned them about subject they might not be a peace with. 
9. I wrote on board : Tuesday 9/112 copies thesis narrowed focused and limited, AND 
ONE OR MORE PIECES RESEARCH-Read and directly related to your topic 
10. I told them about no religious topics, no abstract or theoretical or philosophical 
topics. Perhaps I did not mention history or literature. 
11. I again asked to hear potential topics. One man came to my office to ask about a 
topic and I assisted him. 
1. I dismissed accidentally at 9:30 
2. I checked their research 
3. I assisted those who had the work done completely and correctly in the p t and 2nd row, and 
Gave the 2 Points or division of thesis 
4. I told them several of the divisions that we used for their classmates could possibly be 
utilized by others 
5. I addressed COLINEARITY 
6. I wrote Thurs assignment on the board and gave them examples of INITIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Thursday 9/13 
1. Perfect thesis with two points or divisions 
2. More research 
3. INITIAL TRANSACTION-THEIR EXPERIENCE IN STORY FORM 
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4. For those on 9/11 who had no hard copies of research and only bibliographies, though hard 
copies of research was due I will CONSIDER REVIEWING GRADE IF they have full research 
today. 
I HAVE IN THE CLASS ONE WOMAN FROM UNF AND ONE GUY FROM UF (ARCHITECTURE TO 
BUSINESS AND HE WANTS TO RETURN TO UF-I GAVE HIM SOME ADVISE 
{Bernard Yi wanted credit even though he had neither copies of research nor a bibliography) 
Thursday 9/13 
1. I distributed and delivered ANIMAL RIGHTS speech . 
2. I wnt over outline and wrote it on the board 
Tuesday 9/18 
1. First draft of outline due-may be in complete sentences 
2. I need to get classmates for them 
3. I need to get quotes for them 
4. I need to go over "First Presentation and correct it. 
Thurs 9/20 
1. Second draft of outline in words and phrases with classmates and quote 
2. I need to mention films, celebrities, tV 
3. We need to sign-up for speeches We have 23 students. Speeches will begin Thursday, 9/27 
4. I told them about the stopwatch, the grade sheets, and the camera 
Tuesday/Thursday 9:30 
Tuesday,9/27 
1. Did I tell them how to practice for the speech 
2. Final draft of outline due with all parts included 
3. Have I told them how to practice for speech 
4. Have I told them about grade sheets? f 
